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By Matt L. Ottinger Energy Efficiency on the Prairie

Granted, Hoosiers circa 1820 may have been privy to 
windmills smaller in scope and less technologically 
advanced than the 200-foot tall behemoths that don 
our countrysides today. But Conner Prairie Interactive 

History Park in Fishers – known nationally for its unique 
portrayal of life in old America – is now hoping to avoid the 
excess of energy consumption that has plagued the modern era.
 Not only is Conner Prairie recycling more on site as well as 
at its annual “Symphony on the Prairie” show, but 22 solar 
panels, a 45-foot tall wind turbine and a prairie grass restoration 
project are now part of the park’s processes.
 “We began looking at (being more sustainable) about three 
years ago, and it started with staff interest in recycling,” says 
CEO/President Ellen Rosenthal. “Part of it is an interest in 
sustainability, but part of it is also history. We’re looking at how 
people in the past have generated energy. So for us it’s both 
educational and practical.”
 The concept is nothing new at Conner Prairie, though. 
Rosenthal relays that Myron Vourax, one of the site’s first 
directors, had long hoped for the park to be nature-friendly and 
educate visitors about the environment.
 When asked what challenges Conner Prairie has faced in its 
conservation efforts, Rosenthal explains restoring the 200 acres of 
prairie grass has taken a great deal of time and energy from staff.
 “There have been invasive species and it’s been a struggle to 
contain those grasses,” she notes, adding that floods throughout 
history have brought in the pesky strains.
 Rosenthal adds that when William Conner, for whom the park 
is named, owned his home on the site in 1823, his house overlooked 
the floodplain and there was not much growth in the area.
 All told, Rosenthal is pleased with the results of the park’s 
push toward sustainability due to financial rewards from 
recycling, as well as energy savings – particularly from the solar 
panels. After one year of use this May, the solar panels had 
produced 2,887 kilowatt hours (kwh) of energy, and the wind 
turbine produced 5,611 kwh.

Green Drinks Not Just for St. Patty’s Day

If you live in South Bend and your interest in being green spans far beyond Notre Dame’s 
alternate football jerseys, you now have a venue to meet like-minded people in your area.
 Green Drinks, a networking group dedicated to discussing sustainability over adult 
beverages, is spreading throughout the globe and has landed in Northern Indiana.

 According to South Bend chapter co-founder Joel Barrett, the once-a-month meet-up is 
open to people of all professional backgrounds who are interested in sustainability.
 “There are architects, engineers, people in construction and historic preservation, business 
people with sustainable products, attorneys, you name it,” Barrett notes. “There are no 
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Resource: Ellen Rosenthal, Conner Prairie, at www.connerprairie.org

Conner Prairie ‘Green’ Facts
850: The number of acres of land Conner Prairie preserves 
from development. It’s the largest tract of undeveloped land 
in Hamilton County. 

6: The number of miles of White River shoreline Conner 
Prairie preserves. It also partners annually with the White 
River Cleanup program. 

131: The number of forested acreage at Conner Prairie. 

32.8: The number of tons of potential “trash” diverted from 
the landfill in 2009 due to its recycling initiatives.

Source: ConnerPrairie.org
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membership fees and there’s no real agenda. When you arrive, we just 
ask, ‘Are you green?’ There’s just a lot of sharing about what’s going on.”
 Barrett explains that when launching the program, he partnered 
with Mike Keen, who heads the Indiana University South Bend Center 
for a Sustainable Future.
 Green Drinks, which actually began in England in 1989, has various 
chapters in Indiana. South Bend began in the fall of 2009, although the 
state has chapters operating in Indianapolis, Bloomington, Goshen, Franklin, 
Fort Wayne and Lafayette, according to the Green Drinks web site.
 “We average about 10 to 20 people each month; that’s not bad 
as it’s fairly new and we started during a bad winter,” Barrett offers. 
 He adds that the events, which are held at locally owned bars in 
the area, have opened his eyes to a new community of 
environmentally aware neighbors.
 “I’m very connected to the sustainability network in Michiana, and 
I thought I knew everybody in that,” Barrett notes. “But I’m meeting a 
lot of new people; it’s really brought people out of the woodwork.”
 The South Bend chapter of Green Drinks meets the second 
Tuesday of each month. For more information, contact Barrett at youcanbegreen@gmail.com. 

Industrial Cleaner Restores Holy Name

Erected in 1875, the historic Holy Name Cathedral in Chicago hardly had youth on its 
side while recovering from a three-alarm fire that heavily damaged its roof in the winter 
of 2009. At the time, the Chicago Sun-Times reported 
the damage as including gaping holes in the roof as 

well as extensive water damage.
 While in past years such damage might have required 
the structure to be torn down and rebuilt, National Industrial 
Maintenance – an East Chicago, Indiana company – had 
other ideas. Hired by the Archdiocese of Chicago (via Ward 
Contracting and Building Restoration) shortly after the fire, 
the company used dry ice blast cleaning technology to restore 
much of the damaged wood back to its previous condition.
 “It’s similar to sand blasting, but it uses dry ice crystals,” 
explains National Industrial Maintenance Vice President Bill 
Dennison. “You’re not left with any additional waste, so it’s 
friendly to the environment.”
 The technique requires no harmful chemical agents, and 
combines high air speeds with the extremely low temperature 
of dry ice to blast debris from a surface. According to a press 
release from National Industrial Maintenance, “unlike other 
industrial cleaning methods that damage the object’s surface, 
dry ice blast cleaning renews the exterior, eliminates odors and 
leaves little, if any debris, to be cleaned up as the dry ice is 
converted into gas returning to the atmosphere as carbon dioxide.”
 Dennison adds that the company worked on Holy Name Cathedral for three weeks and 
returns from time to time to clean up pigeon waste and offer environmental remediation.
 When asked if the green movement has had an impact on his business as customers strive 
to restore existing buildings instead of creating new ones, Dennison replies, “Yes. We’re seeing a 
call for this more and more; it works very well on fire damage.”
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Resource: Joel Barrett, Green Drinks, at www.greendrinks.org
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Resource: Bill Dennison, National Industrial Maintenance, at www.nimin.com

Those in South Bend who are 
interested in sustainability now 
have a venue to meet and 
discuss their ideas in Green 
Drinks, which features chapters 
across the globe.

National Industrial Maintenance 
of East Chicago recently used 
its dry ice blast cleaning 
technology to restore parts of 
the historic Holy Name 
Cathedral in Chicago. The 
technology allows the company 
to remove damaged wood 
without creating excess waste.
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UPS: What Can Green Do for You?

With just under 100,000 delivery vehicles in operation from 2,900 facilities across 
the United States, UPS knows its delivery efforts make an impact on the 
environment. That’s why the delivery company is giving its customers an option to 
pay a little more to track and offset the carbon emissions created by their 

shipments. To do this, UPS has purchased carbon credits to apply to these deliveries.
 Though many factors contribute to a package’s emissions – 
such as origin, destination and mode of transport – the company is 
charging flat fees per package to participate in this program. These 
fees are: five cents for UPS Ground and 20 cents for UPS Next Day 
Air, 2nd Day Air or 3 Day Select. UPS is matching carbon offset 
contributions up to the first $1 million spent.
 Noting that the change stemmed from focus groups and 
customer feedback, Zack Scott, VP and chief operating officer for 
the Ohio Valley District, explains customers have been very 
positive about the new options.
 “Response has been absolutely great,” he says. “As we get into 
sustainability and situations like the oil spill in the Gulf (of 
Mexico), customers want to have a hand in being a part of making 
the world better … this gives customers an option to impact their 
own supply chains.”
 According to Scott, this is just one of many ways UPS is 
environmentally conscious.
 “We have a very deep history of sustainability,” he says.
 Scott explains UPS has been testing hybrid vehicles since 
2001 and has 250 hybrid electric vehicles in its fleet, as well as 
764 propane-operated ones. In fact, the company has invested over 
$15 million in alternative fuel vehicles.
 “We’re always looking to use technology to increase our 

efforts,” he notes, explaining UPS uses a logistics process called Roadnet to show drivers the 
exact routes to take based on their delivery destinations.
 “That’s really on the cutting edge when it comes to reducing overall mileage and fuel usage,” 
he adds. “When you look at the number of vehicles we have, reducing just one mile on each of 
their routes makes a huge impact.”
 Additionally, UPS uses recycled shipping materials and has drastically cut back its paper 
usage over the years.
 “Back when I started as a driver in 1979, we used tons of paper and each delivery had five 
receipts,” Scott asserts. 
 He says by switching to electronic records, UPS saves 89 million sheets of paper annually, 
which amounts to about 7,300 trees.
 “And two years ago, we initiated paperless invoices, which has now eliminated 124 million 
sheets of paper,” Scott concludes.

Being a Good Sport for the Environment

Indiana, especially its capital city, is seemingly synonymous with the world of sports. Whether 
it’s frequent NCAA basketball Final Fours, the Indianapolis 500 or the upcoming 2012 
Super Bowl, sporting events have a substantial economic impact. And while these major 
productions bring attention to the region, a great deal of material waste can often be left 

behind in their wake.
 This is why TSE Consulting, an international sports management consultant with an office 
in Indianapolis, has teamed up with August Mack Environmental consulting firm to create 
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Resource: Zack Scott, UPS, www.ups.com/carbonneutral

UPS is helping its customers 
offset the carbon emissions 
created by shipment packaging. 
The company, among other 
initiatives, has added hybrid 
vehicles to its fleet.
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environmental services advising for its clients. 
The goal is to help them use resources of all 
kinds most efficiently.
 “It’s an ideal way to heighten environmental 
awareness in the community and link sporting 
events with that,” surmises Dale Neuburger, 
director of TSE’s environmental services planning.
 Neuburger adds that some cities are 
requesting this service during the bidding 
process for events that are both publicly and 
privately funded, although he adds that even 
privately funded events come with municipal 
support, citing public safety efforts at the 
Indianapolis 500 as an example.
 “Generally, cities are the most interested in 
this – either bidders or the actual host city – if 
they are looking to enhance their bids, or create 
more social awareness or popular public 
opinion,” he explains. “And if the city is 
involved in sporting events, it’s a great opportunity to reinforce public initiatives.”
 TSE is located in 10 cities worldwide, including Johannesburg, Beijing and London, each of 
which is hosting or has recently hosted a major international event (e.g., the Olympics or the 
World Cup).
 “And yet, joining with August Mack on efforts in Indianapolis with two Final Fours and a 
Super Bowl are among the most significant efforts worldwide,” Neuburger contends.
 Tom Anderson, corporate manager for August Mack, remarks that the verdict is still out on 
whether or not clients looking to do this will absorb many extra costs. He explains that in some 
ways it can be financially beneficial, such as when organizers scrutinize over light usage. He also 
notes that when it comes to recycling, it helps to get assistance from volunteers or discounts 
from local companies.
 “During the 2010 Final Four, the (Environmental Protection Agency) got involved and 
several other waste hauling companies volunteered to help with the recycling push,” Anderson 
says. “So recycling was very economical at the Final Four because most of the assistance was 
provided for free.”
 When asked if greening sporting events is easier or more difficult in any areas of the world 
versus others, Anderson explains that – just like administering the event itself – those who 
garner the most assistance from the community will be most successful.
 “I see that you need a lot of good community volunteers to do this, and getting pro bono 
services definitely helps,” he offers. “In order to recycle effectively, you have to segregate 
materials, so it requires time.”
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Resource: Tom Anderson, August Mack, at www.augustmack.com

Dale Neuburger, TSE Consulting, at www.tseconsulting.com

Global sporting events can 
leave behind a detrimental trail 
of waste for host cities. TSE 
Consulting and August Mack 
Environmental have partnered 
to help guide these events with 
waste reduction and efficiency 
in mind.




